An anonymized data set can be found under <https://osf.io/x9s4h/>.

Introduction {#sec005}
============

Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) such as Crohn's disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC), are chronic diseases characterized by relapsing-remitting inflammation of the gastrointestinal tract \[[@pone.0223893.ref001], [@pone.0223893.ref002]\]. The aetiology of IBD is still unknown although the incidence and prevalence is increasing worldwide \[[@pone.0223893.ref003], [@pone.0223893.ref004]\]. Symptoms of both CD and UC are heterogeneous and unspecific \[[@pone.0223893.ref003], [@pone.0223893.ref005], [@pone.0223893.ref006]\]. Typically symptoms shown are chronic diarrhoea and abdominal pain \[[@pone.0223893.ref003], [@pone.0223893.ref005], [@pone.0223893.ref006]\]. The diagnosis is made on the basis of clinical features, endoscopic, histological and laboratory findings as well as cross-sectional imaging techniques such as computer tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and transabdominal ultrasound \[[@pone.0223893.ref003], [@pone.0223893.ref005]--[@pone.0223893.ref007]\].

Faecal calprotectin (FC) is a 36 kDa calcium- and zinc-binding protein first described in 1980 \[[@pone.0223893.ref004], [@pone.0223893.ref008], [@pone.0223893.ref009]\]. It represents 60% of cytosolic proteins in granulocytes and is directly proportional to neutrophil migration to the gastrointestinal mucosa \[[@pone.0223893.ref004]\]. Furthermore, FC is closely correlated with faecal excretion of ^111^indium-labelled leucocytes \[[@pone.0223893.ref010]\]. FC is easy to assess by enzyme-linked-immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and represents a non-invasive, cheap and sensitive marker of intestinal inflammation \[[@pone.0223893.ref009], [@pone.0223893.ref011]\]. Besides, FC is stable in stools for up to 7 days at room temperature and resistant to degradation \[[@pone.0223893.ref012]\]. Many studies have shown that FC is significantly higher in patients with active IBD than in patients with remission \[[@pone.0223893.ref013]--[@pone.0223893.ref015]\]. In addition, FC correlates with the clinical, endoscopic and histological activity in IBD patients \[[@pone.0223893.ref011], [@pone.0223893.ref016], [@pone.0223893.ref017]\]. FC also correlates well with colonic intestinal inflammation in both CD and UC, but is less reliable in detecting small bowel inflammation in CD \[[@pone.0223893.ref018]\]. The main task in IBD is to predict relapse, to monitor disease activity, to assess treatment response and to evaluate the need for subsequent endoscopy \[[@pone.0223893.ref008], [@pone.0223893.ref019], [@pone.0223893.ref020]\]. To date FC seems to be the best available biomarker for the presence of intestinal inflammation \[[@pone.0223893.ref009], [@pone.0223893.ref016]\].

The aim of this study was to clarify whether the measurement of FC has changed the number of ultrasound examinations, endoscopies and drug modifications as well as FC re-measurements in patients with CD and UC. So far, there are hardly any statements or studies on the value of FC measurement with regard to sonographic, endoscopic and drug interventions.

Methods {#sec006}
=======

Patient population {#sec007}
------------------

In this retrospective case control study, a total of 288 adult (≥ 18 years old) IBD patients with regular follow-up visits or in-patient stays at the University Medical Center Goettingen between January 2015 and December 2018 were enrolled in this study. Patients with CD were assigned to the CD group, patients with UC to the UC group. Patients with at least one FC measurement formed the case cohort, whereas all patients without FC measurements formed the control cohort. The reason for the absence of the FC value remains unclear due to the retrospective study design. Either the physicians did not arrange for FC measurement or the patients did not return their stool samples within 4 weeks after their appointment.

Inclusion criteria for the case cohort were: (1) Patients with CD or UC treated at the University Medical Center Goettingen, (2) Patients with at least one FC measurement, (3) Patients who returned their stool sample in less than 4 weeks after their appointment at the University Medical Center Goettingen, (4) Patients with regular follow-up visits or in-patient stays at the University Medical Center Goettingen, (5) Patients for whom the modified Harvey-Bradshaw index (mHBI) \[[@pone.0223893.ref021]\] or the partial Mayo score (pMS) \[[@pone.0223893.ref022]\] can be calculated and (6) Patients for whom the Montreal classification \[[@pone.0223893.ref023]\] can be determined.

Inclusion criteria for the control cohort were identical to the above, with patients having no FC measurements. In order to be assigned to the case or control cohort, all inclusion criteria had to be fulfilled.

Data collection {#sec008}
---------------

The following parameters were taken from medical reports, our standardized IBD-questionnaires (including weight, height, body mass index, diagnosis, date of initial diagnosis, disease location, Montreal classification, stool frequency, stool consistency, stool admixtures, abdominal pain, active fistula, abscess, extraintestinal manifestations, mHBI, risk factors, family history, current and previous medications, surgery) and laboratory findings: (1) diagnosis of CD or UC, (2) age, (3) gender, (4) clinical activity using the mHBI or pMS, (5) Montreal classification, (6) FC levels in mg/Kg, (7) serum C-reactive protein (CRP) levels in mg/L, (8) platelets in 10^3^/μL, (9) disease duration, (10) previous intestinal resection (11) current therapy, (12) time between FC measurement or visit and consequence and (13) clinical consequences.

The serum concentration of CRP (normal \< 5 mg/L) and platelet count (normal 150--350 x 10^3^/μL) were determined by utilizing the automated systems of the Central Laboratory of the Department of Clinical Chemistry at University Medical Center Goettingen. FC levels (normal \< 50 mg/Kg) were measured with RIDASCREEN® Calprotectin according to the manufacturers' instructions. Patients, for whom a FC measurement was indicated, were asked to bring a stool sample from their morning stool promptly after their appointment at the University Medical Center Goettingen or during their in-patient stay. The results of FC measurement of each individual patient were discussed in our medical team meeting. This team assessed at each patient's next clinic visit whether clinical decision-making and 'change in management' was effected by FC testing. Both escalation of therapy, defined as an increased treatment dose or frequency, additional therapy or step-up in therapy, and de-escalation, defined as reduction in dose or frequency, step down or cessation of therapy, were counted as drug modification. Moreover, the clinical course was analysed for further investigations (including gastrointestinal ultrasound, gastroscopy or colonoscopy for disease activity assessment).

Local laboratory cut-off values were applied, with a result deemed 'negative or normal' if FC \<50 mg/Kg, 'positive' if FC ≥50 mg/Kg and 'definitely or highly positive' if FC ≥250 mg/Kg. For this study, the cut-off value for FC was determined at 250 mg/Kg, as in other similar studies \[[@pone.0223893.ref011], [@pone.0223893.ref024]--[@pone.0223893.ref028]\]. FC \> 250 mg/Kg was considered a positive value. Normally, it is standard practice to request a FC measure every three to six months at patient's visit. Moreover, as recently suggested, the therapeutic goals for treat-to-target strategy for all IBD patients are to achieve clinical, endoscopic and laboratory remission \[[@pone.0223893.ref029]\]. In order to make the study clearer and more uniform only the first FC value was recorded per patient.

The mHBI for CD and pMS for UC were used as an instrument for determining the clinical disease activity. Clinical remission was defined by a mHBI \< 5 points in CD and by a pMS \< 2 points in UC patients. Disease location and behaviour were classified according to the Montreal classification.

In the case cohort all parameters, except the clinical consequences, were collected at the time of the first FC measurement. In patients of the control cohort the date of data collection was set to the date on which all parameters mentioned above, except FC were fully collected.

After all parameters were recorded in both cohorts, the clinical consequences at the next ambulatory presentation or during in-patient stay were analyzed. The following implications were recorded in this study: (1) absence of clinical consequence, (2) ultrasound examination, (3) endoscopy, (4) drug modification and (5) FC re-measurement (case cohort). In order to make the study clearer and more uniform only one clinical consequence at the next ambulatory presentation or during in-patient stay was recorded per patient. In this study drug modification was defined as an escalation or de-escalation of therapy. There was no distinction between escalation and de-escalation. An anonymized data set can be find under <https://osf.io/x9s4h/>.

Statistical analysis {#sec009}
--------------------

Firstly, a comparison was made between the case cohort and the control cohort, initially descriptive and then univariate. A multivariate analysis was not performed because there were only a few significant differences between the two groups. In addition, in both cohorts a separate statistical analysis for CD and UC was not possible due to the small number of patients in the control cohort.

Subsequently, the CD group was compared with the UC group, first descriptively and finally univariate. Only patients of the case cohort were included in the analysis. Again, we did not proceed to a multivariate analysis due to only one significant difference in the univariate analysis.

In a next step, comparisons were made separately for the CD group and for the UC group. Only patients of the case cohort were included in the analysis. Initially, the variables of the patients with a negative FC (≤ 250 mg/Kg) were compared with the variables of the patients with a positive FC (\> 250 mg/Kg), first descriptively and finally univariate. After univariate analysis, a multivariate analysis was performed. A multivariate analysis for the single consequences was not possible because only one clinical consequence was recorded per patient.

Lastly, the group of patients with clinical consequences was compared with the group of patients with no clinical consequence, first descriptively and subsequently univariate. After univariate analysis, a multivariate analysis was performed.

Continuous variables were expressed as median and interquartile range (IQR), and categorical variables were expressed as percentage. The Mann-Whitney U test and Fisher's exact test were used to compare non-parametric and dichotomous variables. All categorical variables with more than two forms were dichotomized for uni- and multivariate analysis. Clinical activity was classified as "Activity vs. Remission". Clinical remission was defined by a mHBI \< 5 points in CD and by a pMS \< 2 points in UC patients. In accordance with the Montreal classification CD patients were dichotomized in "A1 vs. Not-A1", "B1 vs. Not-B1" and "L1 vs. Not-L1". UC patients were dichotomized in accordance with the Montreal classification in "E1 vs. Not-E1".

After univariate analysis, a binary logistic regression analysis with the backward stepwise selection was performed. Results were expressed as odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (95%-CI). All variables with a *P* value \< 0.1 in the univariate analysis were included in the logistic regression analysis model. All reported *P* values were two-sided, and *P* \< 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Statistical analysis was done using the SPSS 25 software for Mac OS (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois, USA).

Ethical considerations {#sec010}
----------------------

The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the University Medical Center of Goettingen (approval number 12/6/18). Individual consents from patients were not needed, because the study was retrospective. We fully anonymized the data before we accessed them and the ethics committee waived the requirement for informed consent.

Results {#sec011}
=======

The present study included 242 IBD patients with available FC values (case cohort) and 46 patients without FC measurements (control cohort). In the case cohort, 26 patients were lost to follow-up. In the control cohort most patients (n = 67) were excluded because there was no follow-up visit. [Fig 1](#pone.0223893.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows an overview of the included and excluded patients of both cohorts. 16% (46/288) of IBD patients did not bring a stool sample for FC measurement or a FC measurement was not arranged.

![In- and exclusion of IBD patients dependent on the availability of a faecal calprotectin value within 4 weeks after their appointment.](pone.0223893.g001){#pone.0223893.g001}

Basic characteristics {#sec012}
---------------------

[Table 1](#pone.0223893.t001){ref-type="table"} shows the basic characteristics of the 288 included patients. Patients in the case cohort were significantly older than in the control cohort (*P* = 0.01; [Table 1](#pone.0223893.t001){ref-type="table"}). Further evaluated variables such as gender, disease duration, status of disease activity, Montreal-classification, platelet counts, CRP and FC level as well as previous intestinal resection or current therapy did not significantly differ between both cohorts ([Table 1](#pone.0223893.t001){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0223893.t001

###### Basic characteristics of the IBD population.
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  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Variable                                                                Case cohort\   Control cohort\   p Value
                                                                          (n = 242)      (n = 46)          
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------ -------------- ----------------- ---------
  **Median age, year (IQR)**                                              43 (25)        34 (23)           0.01

  **Female Gender, n (%)**                                                130 (54)       24 (52)           0.87

  **CD as IBD subtype, n (%)**                                            150 (62)       26 (57)           0.51

  **mHBI, median (IQR)**                                                  4 (5)          3 (4)             0.65

  **pMS, median (IQR)**                                                   1 (5)          2 (5)             0.54

  **Median disease duration, year (IQR)**                                 7 (9)          6 ()              0.20

  **Active disease, n (%)**                                               115 (48)       18 (39)           0.34

  **Montreal-Classification, n (%)**                         **A1**       20 (13)        5 (19)            0.54

                                                             **Not-A1**   130 (87)       21 (81)           

                                                             **L1**       28 (19)        2 (8)             0.26

                                                             **Not-L1**   122 (81)       24 (92)           

                                                             **B1**       58 (39)        12 (46)           0.52

                                                             **Not-B1**   92 (61)        14 (54)           

                                                             **E1**       6 (7)          1 (5)             1.00

                                                             **Not-E1**   86 (93)        19 (95)           

  **Median platelet counts, cells 10**^**3**^**/μL (IQR)**                280 (126)      284 (116)         0.53

  **Median CRP level, mg/L (IQR)**                                        3.2 (8.1)      3.3 (14.4)        0.78

  **Median Calprotectin level, mg/Kg (IQR)**                              230 (1182)     n.a.              

  **Previous intestinal resection, n (%)**                                69 (29)        11 (24)           0.59

  **Current therapy, n (%)**                                                                               

  **No therapy**                                                          30 (12)        8 (17)            0.32

  **Aminosalicylate**                                                     58 (24)        11 (24)           

  **Corticosteroids**                                                     14 (6)         6 (13)            

  **Immunomodulator**                                                     83 (34)        12 (26)           

  **Biological**                                                          57 (24)        9 (20)            

  **Median time between FC measurement or visit**\                        56 (61)        56 (63)           0.54
  **and consequence, days (IQR)**                                                                          
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IQR: interquartile range; mHBI: modified Harvey-Bradshaw index; pMS: partial Mayo score; CRP: C-reactive protein; n.a.: not available; Immunomodulator: Azathioprine, Methotrexate, Tacrolimus; Biological: Infliximab, Adalimumab, Vedolizumab, Ustekinumab

57% (n = 26) patients of the control cohort had CD as IBD subtype. The median age and median disease duration of CD patients were 30 and 6 years, respectively. 50% (n = 13) of CD patients were female, 69% (n = 18) were in remission and 42% (n = 11) had an intestinal resection. 31% (n = 8) were not currently under a therapeutic regimen, 15% (n = 4), 12% (n = 3), 15% (n = 4) and 27% (n = 7) were treated with aminosalicylates, corticosteroids, immunomodulators and biologicals, respectively.

43% (n = 20) patients of the control cohort had UC as IBD subtype. The median age and median disease duration of UC patients were 37 and 5 years, respectively. 55% (n = 11) of UC patients were female and 50% (n = 10) were in remission. None of UC patients had an intestinal resection. 35% (n = 7), 15% (n = 3), 40% (n = 8) and 10% (n = 2) were treated with aminosalicylates, corticoidsteroids, immunomodulators and biologicals.

Comparison of clinical consequences between case and control cohort {#sec013}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In the case cohort, a clinical consequence was reported in 174 (91%) patients at their next in- or out-patient visit. Significantly more implications were noted in the case cohort than in the control cohort (*P* \< 0.001). In addition, significantly more ultrasound examinations (*P* = 0.01), endoscopies (*P* = 0.002) and drug modifications (*P* = 0.02) were performed in the case cohort compared to the control cohort ([Table 2](#pone.0223893.t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0223893.t002

###### Comparison of clinical consequences between case and control cohort with regard to FC availability.
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                                           Consequence   Ultra-sound   Endo-scopy   Drug modification   Calprotectin re-measurement
  ---------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------ ------------------- -----------------------------
  **Overall, n (%)**                       192 (67)      32 (11)       29 (10)      100 (35)            31 (11)
  **Case cohort, n (%)**                   174 (91)      30 (94)       28 (97)      85 (85)             31 (100)
  **Control cohort, n (%)**                18 (9)        2 (6)         1 (3)        15 (15)             n.a.
  **Case vs. Control cohort, *P* Value**   \<0.001       0.01          0.002        0.02                n.a.

n.a.: not available

Basic characteristics of the Crohn disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC) group with available FC {#sec014}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Included CD patients with FC showed higher levels of CRP compared to UC patients (*P* = 0.004). Both groups differed significantly with regard to their medication at the time of FC measurement (*P* \< 0.001). Age, gender, disease duration, platelet counts and calprotectin level did not differ between both groups ([Table 3](#pone.0223893.t003){ref-type="table"}). FC level was significantly increased in male IBD patients as well as in IBD patients with active disease status ([S1A and S1B Fig](#pone.0223893.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Spearman correlations revealed that FC level were associated with age, CRP level and platelet count ([S1C--S1E Fig](#pone.0223893.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0223893.t003

###### Comparison of Crohn's disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC) group with available FC.
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  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Variable                                                   CD group\    UC group\    *P* Value
                                                             (n = 150)    (n = 92)     
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------ ------------ -----------
  **Median age, year (IQR)**                                 42 (25)      45 (21)      0.63

  **Female Gender, n (%)**                                   86 (57)      44 (48)      0.18

  **Median disease duration, year (IQR)**                    8 (7)        6 (8)        0.08

  **Active disease, n (%)**                                  70 (47)      45 (49)      0.79

  **Median platelet counts, cells 10**^**3**^**/μL (IQR)**   276 (124)    287 (151)    0.60

  **Median CRP level, mg/L (IQR)**                           4.0 (8.5)    2.1 (3.8)    0.004

  **Median Calprotectin level, mg/Kg (IQR)**                 231 (1042)   203 (1932)   0.89

  **Previous intestinal resection, n (%)**                   69 (46)      0            n.a.

  **Medication at time of FC measurement, n (%)**                                      

  **No therapy**                                             28 (19)      2 (2)        \<0.001

  **Aminosalicylate**                                        13 (9)       45 (49)      

  **Corticosteroids**                                        8 (5)        6 (7)        

  **Immunomodulator**                                        59 (39)      24 (26)      

  **Biological**                                             42 (28)      15 (16)      

  **Median time between FC measurement**\                    60 (56)      53 (78)      0.41
  **and consequence, days (IQR)**                                                      
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IQR: interquartile range; CRP: C-reactive protein; n.a.: not available; Immunomodulator: Azathioprine, Methotrexate, Tacrolimus; Biological: Infliximab, Adalimumab, Vedolizumab, Ustekinumab

Comparison of clinical consequences between CD and UC group with available FC {#sec015}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the CD group, a clinical consequence was carried out in 108 (62%) patients at their next visit. In the UC group, a consequence was reported in 66 (38%) patients. There were no significant differences in the number of implications between patients in the CD group and patients in the UC group ([Table 4](#pone.0223893.t004){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0223893.t004

###### Comparison of implications between the CD and UC group.
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                                   Consequence   Ultra-sound   Endo-scopy   Drug modification   Calprotectin re-measurement
  -------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------ ------------------- -----------------------------
  **Overall, n (%)**               174 (72)      30 (12)       28 (12)      85 (35)             31 (13)
  **CD group, n (%)**              108 (62)      18 (60)       17 (61)      52 (61)             21 (68)
  **UC group, n (%)**              66 (38)       12 (40)       11 (39)      33 (39)             10 (32)
  **CD vs. UC group, *P* Value**   0.61          0.96          0.98         0.84                0.66

CD: Crohn's disease; UC: ulcerative colitis

Univariate and multivariate analysis of the CD group with regard to positive and negative FC results {#sec016}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After univariate analysis significant differences between patients with positive and patients with negative FC results were found in gender (*P* = 0.01), disease activity status (*P* = 0.03), age at diagnosis (*P* = 0.02), CRP level (*P* \< 0.001), platelet count (*P* = 0.01) and the number of clinical consequences (*P* = 0.01). Thus, patients with a FC \> 250 mg/Kg were more likely to be male, have an active disease status, were younger than 16 years old at diagnosis according to the Montreal classification, have an increased platelet count and elevated CRP level. In addition, significantly more implications were detected in this patient group than in patients with a FC value of ≤ 250 mg/Kg. A subanalysis of the individual consequences also revealed significant differences in the number of ultrasound examinations (*P* = 0.02), endoscopies (*P* = 0.001) and FC re-measurements (*P* = 0.02). Each of these consequences was found to be more frequent if FC result was \> 250 mg/Kg. There was no significant difference in the number of drug modifications (*P* = 0.09).

After multivariate analysis for positive and negative FC, only CRP levels (*P* = 0.16) showed no significant difference. All other variables showed a statistically significant difference according to the univariate and multivariate analysis.

Univariate and multivariate analysis of the CD group with regard to clinical consequences {#sec017}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After univariate analysis a comparison of variables between patients with and patients without clinical consequences revealed significant differences in CRP level (*P* = 0.04) and FC value (*P* = 0.01). Thus, both FC and CRP were significantly higher in the consequence-group than in the no-consequence-group.

After multivariate analysis, differences in FC (*P* = 0.91) and CRP (*P* = 0.05) diminished. All results are summarized in [Table 5](#pone.0223893.t005){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0223893.t005

###### Univariate and multivariate analysis with regard to calprotectin value and clinical consequences of CD group.
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  Variable                      Calprotectin positive vs. negative   Consequence vs. No consequence                                      
  ----------------------------- ------------------------------------ -------------------------------- ------- ------ ------------------- ------
  **Age**                       0.67                                 n.a.                             n.a.    0.21   n.a.                n.a.
  **Gender**                    0.01                                 0.27 (0.12--0.60)                0.001   0.47   n.a.                n.a.
  **Activity vs. Remission**    0.03                                 2.53 (1.17--5.47)                0.02    0.37   n.a.                n.a.
  **Montreal classification**                                                                                                            
  **A1 vs. Not-A1**             0.02                                 6.05 (1.74--21.0)                0.01    0.11   n.a.                n.a.
  **B1 vs. Not-B1**             0.74                                 n.a.                             n.a.    0.58   n.a.                n.a.
  **L1 vs. Not-L1**             0.31                                 n.a.                             n.a.    1.00   n.a.                n.a.
  **CRP**                       \<0.001                              1.03 (0.99--1.06)                0.16    0.04   1.07 (1.01--1.13)   0.05
  **Platelet count**            0.01                                 1.01 (1.01--1.10)                0.01    0.11   n.a.                n.a.
  **Calprotectin**              n.a.                                 n.a.                             n.a.    0.01   1.00 (1.00--1.00)   0.91
  **Consequence (yes/no)**      0.01                                 4.80 (1.85--12.4)                0.001   n.a.   n.a.                n.a.

CD: Crohn's disease; OR: odds ratio; 95%-CI: 95% confidence interval; CRP: C-reactive protein; n.a.: not available

Univariate and multivariate analysis of the UC group with regard to positive and negative FC results {#sec018}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After univariate analysis significant differences between patients with positive and patients with negative FC results were found in age (*P* = 0.001), disease activity status (*P* \< 0.001), CRP level (*P* = 0.004), platelet count (*P* = 0.01) and the number of clinical consequences (*P* \< 0.001). Thus, patients with a FC \> 250 mg/Kg were more likely to be younger, have an active disease status, increased platelet counts and elevated CRP levels. In addition, significantly more clinical consequences were noted in this patient group than in patients with a value of ≤ 250 mg/Kg. A subanalysis of the individual consequences also revealed significant differences in the number of ultrasound examinations (*P* = 0.03), drug modifications (*P* = 0.002) and FC re-measurements (*P* = 0.001). Each of these implications was found to be more frequent when FC values were \> 250 mg/Kg. There was no significant difference in the number of endoscopies (*P* = 0.13).

After multivariate analysis for positive and negative FC, only CRP level (*P* = 0.33) and platelet count (*P* = 0.11) did not show a significant difference. All other variables showed a statistically significant difference according to the univariate and multivariate analysis.

Univariate and multivariate analysis of the UC group with regard to clinical consequences {#sec019}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After univariate analysis a comparison of variables between patients with and patients without clinical consequences revealed significant differences in age (*P* = 0.02), gender (*P* = 0.02), CRP level (*P* = 0.01) and FC value (*P* \< 0.001). Thus, patients with a clinical consequence were more likely to be younger, female and have increased FC values and elevated CRP level.

After multivariate analysis, there was still a significant difference in gender (*P* = 0.01) and FC values (*P* = 0.02). Age (*P* = 0.17) and CRP level (*P* = 0.11) did not significantly differ between patients with and patients without clinical consequences. All results are summarized in [Table 6](#pone.0223893.t006){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0223893.t006

###### Univariate and multivariate analysis with regard to calprotectin value and clinical consequences of UC group.
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  Variable                      Calprotectin positive vs. negative   Consequence vs. No consequence                                         
  ----------------------------- ------------------------------------ -------------------------------- ------- --------- ------------------- ------
  **Age**                       0.001                                0.95 (0.91--0.99)                0.01    0.02      0.97 (0.93--1.01)   0.17
  **Gender**                    0.54                                 n.a.                             n.a.    0.02      5.21 (1.66--16.3)   0.01
  **Activity vs. Remission**    \<0.001                              6.54 (2.26--18.9)                0.001   0.11      n.a.                n.a.
  **Montreal classification**                                                                                                               
  **E1 vs. Not-E1**             0.68                                 n.a.                             n.a.    0.35      n.a.                n.a.
  **CRP**                       0.004                                1.05 (0.95--1.16)                0.33    0.01      1.23 (0.95--1.59)   0.11
  **Platelet count**            0.01                                 1.01 (0.99--1.01)                0.11    0.54      n.a.                n.a.
  **Calprotectin**              n.a.                                 n.a.                             n.a.    \<0.001   1.01 (1.00--1.02)   0.02
  **Consequence (yes/no)**      \<0.001                              0.26 (0.08--0.84)                0.03    n.a.      n.a.                n.a.

UC: ulcerative colitis; OR: odds ratio; 95%-CI: 95% confidence interval; CRP: C-reactive protein; n.a.: not available

Discussion {#sec020}
==========

Our study indicates that beside other clinical and diagnostic parameters FC measurement may have an influence on physician's clinical decision-making in IBD patients. It is notable, that the case cohort (n = 242) was larger than the control cohort (n = 46). The measurement of FC therefore appears to be of great importance in the clinical routine of our clinic. Abej et al. \[[@pone.0223893.ref026]\] found that physicians trust the results of FC measurements. Huang et al. \[[@pone.0223893.ref024]\] described that physicians without knowledge of the level of FC made fewer decisions on the disease management and treatment. Another study of the Glasgow Royal Infirmary showed that the number of FC measurements increased from about 50 measurements per month in 2007 to more than 1000 measurements per month in 2012 \[[@pone.0223893.ref012]\]. This result also demonstrates the growing importance of FC in everyday clinical practice. In our study significantly more clinical consequences were detected in the case cohort compared to the control cohort, although the two groups did not differ with regards to the clinical parameters. FC therefore seems to have a major impact on clinical decision-making.

The univariate analysis of the individual consequences also showed significant differences in drug modifications, endoscopies and ultrasound examinations. More clinical consequences were detected in patients with FC measurements than in patients without. In a study by Rosenfeld et al. \[[@pone.0223893.ref025]\] it was shown that in 41 out of 243 patients an unplanned treatment change was made after FC measurement. Further studies confirmed the impact of FC measurements in the frequency of endoscopic procedures. In the study of Huang et al. \[[@pone.0223893.ref024]\] physicians without knowledge of the FC level would have performed endoscopy in 4 out of 36 patients. However, with knowledge of the FC level, physicians would have performed endoscopy in 16 of the 36 patients. Another study showed that 12% of pediatric patients with CD or UC underwent colonoscopy after FC measurement \[[@pone.0223893.ref027]\]. Our present study is in line with the above, with 12% (28/242) of our adult IBD cohort undergoing a colonoscopy. In addition, significantly more ultrasound examinations were performed in the case cohort compared to the control cohort. According to current knowledge, there are no published studies that have examined the impact of FC measurements on sonographic examinations.

A comparison between the CD and UC group showed no significant differences in the number of clinical consequences. Only CRP level was significantly higher in patients with CD than in patients with UC. This result is consistent with results from other studies \[[@pone.0223893.ref030], [@pone.0223893.ref031]\].

Our study showed that in CD patients with positive FC, significantly more clinical consequences were detected than in patients with negative FC. This result highlights the significant influence of FC on clinical decision-making in the CD group. This is also demonstrated by Rosenfeld et al. \[[@pone.0223893.ref025]\]. FC values \> 250 μg/g resulted in significant more clinical consequences than values ≤ 250 μg/g. Another study showed that in 87% of all IBD patients with FC ≥ 250 μg/g the clinicians changed the therapy or ordered further examinations \[[@pone.0223893.ref026]\]. However, in both studies neither a separation between CD and UC nor a multivariate analysis to exclude confounding variables was performed.

In addition, our study demonstrated that FC values \> 250 mg/Kg were associated with significantly more endoscopies than FC values ≤ 250 mg/Kg in patients with CD. These results are confirmed by current scientific literature. In two studies, 12 out of 14 or 21 out of 34 positive FC values (≥ 250 μg/g) resulted in colonoscopies \[[@pone.0223893.ref026], [@pone.0223893.ref027]\]. In addition, Motaganahalli et al. \[[@pone.0223893.ref011]\] showed that patients with positive FC (≥ 250 μg/mL) underwent colonoscopy earlier than patients with negative FC (\< 100 μg/mL). However, none of these studies separated the CD from the UC cohort.

In our patients with CD a positive FC value resulted in significantly more ultrasound examinations. Ultrasound provides a feasible tool for the assessment of the disease activity with a sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of 91% and the location and extent of the disease with a sensitivity of 94% and a specificity of 86% \[[@pone.0223893.ref032], [@pone.0223893.ref033]\]. Ultrasound is particularly useful in the detection of complications in cases with a disease extension in the colon and terminal ileum \[[@pone.0223893.ref006], [@pone.0223893.ref033]\]. Possibly more ultrasound examinations were performed in patients with positive FC values to confirm the suspicion of active disease and possible complications.

A re-measurement of FC was performed significantly more often in CD patients with positive FC than in patients with negative FC. A review also states that a single measurement of a moderately elevated FC is not efficient for the clinical decision-making \[[@pone.0223893.ref034]\]. Furthermore, FC levels increase a few months before the appearance of symptoms of a relapse \[[@pone.0223893.ref002]\]. For this reason, regular FC measurements are useful in order to detect and treat an impending relapse early on.

The number of drug modifications in the CD group was not significantly different between patients with positive and negative FC results. Our data confirm the findings of Derwa et al. \[[@pone.0223893.ref028]\]. A FC value ≥ 250 μg/g was not associated with an escalation of the treatment in patients with CD. Therefore, a measurement of FC does not seem to influence treatment decision-making in patients with CD.

High FC values in the CD group showed a significant influence on clinical consequences after the univariate but not after the multivariate analysis. Therefore, FC seems to have an influence on clinical decision-making in patients with CD, but this influence is probably low after exclusion of all confounding variables. There are many studies that prove the validity of FC in CD. One study reported that FC values \> 250 μg/g in patients with CD predict large ulcerations in the intestine with a sensitivity of 60.4% and a specificity of 79.5% \[[@pone.0223893.ref016]\]. Another study has shown that FC predicts relapses after surgical procedures for CD \[[@pone.0223893.ref035]\]. The CALM-study \[[@pone.0223893.ref036]\] also showed that a therapy escalation based on symptoms, a FC value ≥ 250 μg/g, a CRP ≥ 5 mg/L and a CDAI ≥ 150 leads more frequently to mucosal healing, deep, steroid-free and biological remission in CD patients than a therapy escalation based on symptoms alone. However, compared to UC, the validity of FC in CD is limited, especially in patients with isolated small bowel involvement \[[@pone.0223893.ref004], [@pone.0223893.ref007], [@pone.0223893.ref018]--[@pone.0223893.ref020]\].

In patients with UC and positive FC values (\> 250 mg/kg) the uni- and multivariate analysis showed significantly more clinical decisions than in patients with negative FC. This may indicate a large influence of FC on clinical decision-making process in patients with UC.

UC patients with positive FC experienced significantly more drug modifications than patients with negative FC. Derwa et al. \[[@pone.0223893.ref028]\] came to the same conclusion. They reported that a positive FC value (≥ 250 μg/g) was associated with escalation of the therapy only in patients with UC, but not in patients with CD.

UC patients with positive FC received significantly more ultrasound examinations than patients with negative FC. Abdominal ultrasound is able to detect inflammation in the small and large intestine with a sensitivity of 80--90% \[[@pone.0223893.ref005]\]. Furthermore, ultrasound examinations offer the possibility to evaluate the response to treatment and predict the course of the disease in patients with UC \[[@pone.0223893.ref005]\]. The study of Parente et al. showed that ultrasound scores after three months of steroid therapy predicted the outcome of the disease at 15 months \[[@pone.0223893.ref037]\]. Therefore, physicians in our clinic perform more ultrasound examinations in patients with positive FC to confirm the suspicion of disease activity or non-response to therapy.

Additionally, in the UC group FC re-measurements were more frequently performed in patients with positive FC than in patients with negative FC. Current literature also recommends a repeated measurement of FC. De Vos et al. \[[@pone.0223893.ref038]\] demonstrated that two consecutive FC measurements with values above 300 mg/Kg predicts a relapse more accurately than a single measurement. Prager and Büning \[[@pone.0223893.ref039]\] also advise to carry out a FC measurement every three to six months.

There was no statistical difference in the number of endoscopies in UC patients with positive and negative FC. This may be explained by the fact that in UC FC correlates strongly with endoscopic scores and that correlation is also stronger in UC than in CD \[[@pone.0223893.ref016], [@pone.0223893.ref017], [@pone.0223893.ref040]\]. Therefore endoscopies were not needed for further decision-making.

High FC values in the UC group showed a significant influence on clinical consequences after the uni- and multivariate analysis, but the influence of FC after multivariate analysis seemed to be not very strong. However, the influence of FC on decision-making appeared to be stronger in patients with UC than in patients with CD. The superiority of the validity of FC in UC in comparison to CD is also proven by current literature \[[@pone.0223893.ref004], [@pone.0223893.ref007], [@pone.0223893.ref019], [@pone.0223893.ref020]\]. As already mentioned above, a strong correlation of FC with endoscopic scores for UC was shown in many publications \[[@pone.0223893.ref016], [@pone.0223893.ref017], [@pone.0223893.ref040]\]. This correlation seems to be stronger in UC than in CD \[[@pone.0223893.ref016], [@pone.0223893.ref017]\]. In addition, the level of FC can predict relapse and complete mucosal healing and differentiate between mild, moderate and severe activity \[[@pone.0223893.ref015], [@pone.0223893.ref020], [@pone.0223893.ref040]\]. Furthermore, FC predicts treatment response \[[@pone.0223893.ref041]\]. In contrast, Derwa et al. \[[@pone.0223893.ref028]\] have shown that the influence of FC on clinical investigations and therapy escalations seems to be low in patients with UC. Our present study is in line with the above.

The limitations of this study include the retrospective study design and the relatively small number of the included patients due to the separation between CD and UC. However, the total sample size is comparable with other similar studies. A further limitation is that in patients of the control cohort the reason for the absence of the FC value remains unclear due to the retrospective study design. In addition, it was not possible to determine the endoscopic disease activity because of the study's retrospective design. Instead, disease activity was assessed by clinical activity scores. Moreover, a bias could be caused by the fact that in patients with UC a surveillance colonoscopy was initiated without consideration of the FC finding. Another important limitation of the study is that we have not measured all of the variables the clinicians may consider when making their decision. It is a fact that further diagnostic evaluation or drug modifications are effected by multiple factors not just FC measurements. Moreover, with regard to the retrospective study design, the exact impact of FC measurement on clinical decisions remains unclear. Therefore, further prospective studies are needed to clarify this question unambiguously. For example, it would be useful to survey the physician's directly about the influence of FC measurement in their overall clinical decision-making.

In conclusion, FC may be a parameter that influences physician's clinical decision-making in IBD patients beside other clinical and diagnostic variables. Significantly more clinical consequences were detected in the case cohort compared to the control cohort. In addition, in patients with FC values \> 250 mg/Kg more clinical consequences were detected than in patients with FC values ≤ 250 mg/Kg. The influence of FC on decision-making appeared to be stronger in patients with UC than in patients with CD, but other factors such as age, gender and laboratory findings also appear to have an important impact. For this reason the evaluation of FC in the patient's clinical context is therefore important. The introduction of routine point-of-care FC measurement may improve the appropriateness of clinical decision-making, reduce adverse events associated with injudicious use of medications or invasive procedures, and reduce costs.
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A and B shows the results of FC level with regard to gender and disease activity status as box plots. C, D and are showing Spearman correlations between FC level and age, FC level and CRP level as well as FC level and platelet count.
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